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COULOMB EXCITATION BY RELATIVISTIC SPIN-l/2 PARTICLES

I* Introduction
There or© a great many processes In which the radiation emitted by the
deflection of charged particles cannot be handled sufficiently accurately by
non«rolativIstIa quantum mechanics. Among these are the infernal conversion
process# the photoelectric process, bremssfrohlung, end the Coulomb excita¬
tion process. These processes have the common feature that they can be uni**
fied os continuum-continuum Coulomb plan© wave transitions (Including dis¬
crete-continuum c3 a special case) by multipole electromagnetic fields of
either cutting cr standing wave character.
Tha complexity involved in ihs single essential feature Introduced by
relativity lies In the fast that the underlying symmetry characteristic of tho
Coulomb field is destroyed by fh© roiafiviatic variation ©f mass with energy,
so that none ©f the Important techniques of tho nsn«relafIvisfSc Coulomb
field work.. Various approximations must therefero be used. W© shall con¬
fine ©ur attention to the Coulomb excitation process, and moreover t© such
processes as Induced by electrons or^-mesons where relativistic effects era
essential. Coulomb excitation In^-msssn capture has recently been em¬
phasized by Prlmckoff, * and is of current interest in itself. The electron
energy spectra resulting from the inelastic scattering ©f 4CNnev primary elec¬
trons has been studied experimentally.*^

2
Hie essential feature of Coulomb excitation ties in the limitation to a
few muitipoies, of outgoing character. The formulation of the re I event into*
grata has been given by Bledenhcm and ifose.^ . These Intograta are still to©
difficult to treat In general, but Coulomb excitation physically Is restricted to
relatively low energy transfer, so that the long-wavelength approximation is
valid. At the same time, this approximation also shows that the parameter
&£/E«U

end we may employ the no-energy-toss limit. Despite She approxima-

tion that%*o (£,=/qffyt whereprevious Coulomb excitation cal¬
culations^ Indicate that die resuits should be cfjite a reasonable guide to the
large-energy-loss case. We shall discuss only the E2 process, although other
mulfipofes may be as easily handled.
The problem of Coulomb excitation by relativistic charged particles
(of spin 1/2) con be schematically described as the following process.

A

(Coulcm fe«dfetorted) plane wave ©? (spin-l/2) particles having wavs vector
h{,. spin-projection t along the direction of kj, and charge e, Is incident
upon a nucleus ©f charge Z. By moons of. the electromagnetic coupling be¬
tween the nucleus and the incident particles, the nucleus undergoes a transi¬
tion from a state Jjfl'j to s state Jftfjp, end the Incident particles emerge at
I nfinity as a (Couloir-distorted) plena wav© of wave vector kg aid spin-

\

3
prof action x* atar>0 the direction of feg*

^ ^ r©p?®8®nf th» reialacr mm

gulcr mamonfyn* cm! parity, Wo s@0f4.fp find first: th®. total cross sootiest far
—A

tills process, ^rspd over r .esnd over tb© directions of kg and summed ova?

tl f

and second:

the directional correiatlco v/ith respset to the Incident di¬

rection kj of a cufesarjUQnt noclocr roMoi; again averaging over't «md over
th© directions of th® emergent particles, kg, ©id summing oval'
center of sums of th© system Is considsrsd te bo at th© nucleus. .

■ 1t?s

.
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II.

Total Cross Section
The electromagnetic coupling can be expressed in terms of the inter¬

action energy density between the two transition charge and current sys¬
tems (nuclear and bombarding particles), that is:

Hv,(

(l

^/VM)

Here jj^ and jp are the current operators for the nuclear and particle
systems, respectively, and similarly the ^>'s are charge density operators.
The G and g are dyadic and scalar Green's functions for the infinite domain
with outgoing waves at infinity.

Introducing a multipole expansion for the

Green's functions,**' ^ and assuming that the bombarding particles always
remain exterior to the nucleus, one may write for the Lth magnetic multi¬
pole the interaction energy density,

L Y*(e, <t>)
and for the Lth electric multipole,

= WT£ i Cuudfy,. vxt[fL)]*
■ vx t M'lot*.) Y?(e,<t>)l.
Here the

(kr) are spherical Bessel functions, the h^ are spher¬

ical Hankel functions, and k is the wave number for the virtual gamma

(a

5,
quantum absorbed by the nucleus. The operator L is the rotation operator,

V.

The coordinates r^, ©^,

refer to the nucleus and

r, ©, (J) are the coordinates of the bombarding particle.
The usual perturbation treatment 7 then leads immediately to the re¬
sult for the total cross section for excitation by electric (e) or magnetic
(m) multipole of order L,

In Eq, (3), (3 denotes the appropriate summation over final states,
and averaging over initial states for the nucleus (wave functions l^an
A

respectively), k is a unit vector in the k direction, and the index

de¬

notes the type of multipole, i >e>, electric (e) or magnetic (m)» The mat¬
rix element in Eq. (3) factors into the product of two separate matrix
elements (the nuclear matrix element and the "bombarding system" mat¬
rix element) If we assume that the bombarding particle is always exterior
to the nucleus.
The integral over the nucleus (the nuclear matrix element) is eval¬
uated formally in terms of reduced matrix elements.®
multipoles,

That is, for magnetic

6

and for electric multi poles,

i-// (5)
The wave functions If} and

of the incident and emergent states

of the bombarding particles are (Coulomb-distorted) plane wave relativistic
spinors, i.e, "Dirac Coulomb" spinors. These projectile wave functions are
expanded into a sum of (Coulomb-distorted) Dirac spherical eigenfunctions,
with the result^ in relativistic units:

fM*)kMf/*cpK

YA.t) -

(6)

and

The functions of Eqs. (6) and (7) are to be multiplied by a Coulomb phase
shift.

for

and ^determines the parity. The sum

is over all positive and negative integers, except zero. The notation is

S6r)= sign of K - - /
i(K)= itci-f--kLs(i)-/]
f-M-i
<+)■*.

*

1

it0c*)X{

(8)

(S’)

7

%^ZC(MK)
The function

i i; /t-?,r)£tYfiJfcJ<p).

do)

in Eq. (10) Is a Pauli spinor and jU is the eigenvalue of

the z component of the total angular momentum j. The total energy
9
1/2
E^fc* - I) ' . The z axis in Eq. (7) is taken to be along the direction
of kj, and D

) *s

a

rotation matrix.

It is useful now to introduce the reduced matrix elements for the
transition multipole between the various angular momenta of the bombarding
particles, i.e. to reduce the "bombarding system" matrix element. This re¬
duced matrix element is defined by

(ID
It will be noted that the gauge for the electromagnetic potentials
in the interaction expressed in Eq. (II) differs from the gauge of Eqs. (4)
and (5). The physical results are independent of gauge, necessarily, but
die use of the gauge given explicitly in Eq, (II) is more convenient than
the radiation gauge of Eqs. (4) and (5), since it eliminates some subtleties
connected with the singularity of the Dirac wave functions at the origin.

9

The indicated operations in Eq. (3) can now be carried out. After

8

some manipulation, the total cross section is found to be:

(v) (b)2Jt+l (fiwLllO*/****»>*-\L ^T'iir I.

ln/u

z

„ .1 -n-\)

(12)
The reduced matrix element defined by Eq. (II) is next evaluated
(for E2 transitions, in the long*wavelength approximation). The "bombard¬
ing system" matrix element is

M* W- +Ltr^'rf uL YXh)The operator j of Eq. (II) is equal to^cr ;

(13)

and cr are Pauli matrices

operating in Dirac space and in Pauli space, respectively.
The spherical Hankel functions have argument kr.

Also

In the long-wavelength

limit (k—>0), h^ is proportional to r"^ and the term involving h^j
may be neglected. The result is

(14)
The reduced angular matrix element is defined by

Substitution of Eq. (IS) into Eq. (14) and elimination of the vector addition
coefficient yields

9

<fk;u

*L).

(16)

The reduced angular matrix element is given by*

It is useful to note that =* (>rfJi-/70,
The selection rules on K arefound, using the definitions of £q.'
(8), from the selection rules on j end H :

-it

d* ^

14 = J+C

(18)

for 82 transitions (L=*2), the possible values of K$ are given by

= .<• ,

ICiZZ, -ft £J
>

Z

-

The Table shows the allowed values of
letting M(/^i;- ) represent \Q(Kf

'

('»)

for 1^/ =■ I, 2, 3*
2 e))Z, the sum over

JQ Kf. may be written as

MtKi/i) f A/I (Killed i-lKr^MOtrzjkd (20)
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with the understanding that

KC)S!0 if l/ff I+}%} £.2. •

The explicit result for the cross section for the electric quadrupole transi¬
tions, in the long-wavelength approximation, is

l
'

(/cl r) +1 *(-Kr jf)J

+ ?C

AKT3

-tyjur-zXiM [IY-HX) + X

-/fj

Table

I 1/2
2 1/2

-4
-2
I
3

I 1/2

31/2
I
1 1/2

-3
-1
2
4

I 1/2

21/2

-2
l
3
5

2 1/2

4
3

3
4

3
1

1/2 1
3

21/2
2
2
1/2 0
11/2 2
3l/2 4

41/2
21/2
1/2
l 1/2
31/2

-3-4

2
2

2
0
2
4

31/2
3
3
11/2
I
1/2
1
21/2 3
41/2
5

Ot4».taui tn co ^ o>

-2

-2 1/2
3

0

je. O' 03

-2

21/2

-3
2

V4OJ

-I

if J( h Itil+lKfl

4i
1/2

coot4^oivt

*•«

II
ill;*, Directional Correlation
If the nuclei excited by the bombarding particles upon returning to
their ground states emit gampia rays with a half-life short compared to the
reorientation times of external perturbing fields, these gamma rays will be
correlated with the direction of the incident beam, and with that of the
emergent beam as well.

In practice this latter direction is unobserved and

corresponds to the directional correlations averaged over this direction.
The calculation of this directional correlation is greatly facilitated
by the result^® that if one knows the

Y' Ycorrelation

for the nuclear transi¬

tions characterized by the angular momentum Jj—to be

me) -£/)+]>, fa.fiX
then the directional correlation for particle emission replacing the
transition J |—Is given by

V\!(&) ~ 2 Ay
-

where the

~

Py

are “particle parameters" independent of the nuclear transi¬

tions. The problem for the directional correlation is thus reduced to solu¬
tion by standard techniques. The solution is, however, even more immedi¬
ate if one notes the close formal similarity between the Coulomb excitation
problem and the internal conversion problem. Except for the fact that the
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present problem involves both initial and final particle states in the contin¬
uum/ the two problems are precisely the inverse of each others The calcu¬
lation given below exploits this similarity/ and does not reproduce details
given by Biedenham and' Rose

As discussed there/ the' particle param¬

eters are the ratio of the tensor parameters of the space projectile to the
tensor parameters of the gamma ray if replaces/ normalized so that a0=l.
To obtain the tensor parameters of the projectile we couple the tensor
parameters of the observed initial state and the tensor parameters of the
unobserved final states The latter, being random, are scalari,
The tensor parameters of the initial state are:

^ &*-**')

.
(21)

where represents the phase shift. ^
For the final state we have the simple result:

Rf (vfy) ~~

C^J2,

S0 ^

,

Using the previous definition, Eq. (II), for the reduced multipole
matrix elements, one finds that the coupled tensor parameters, for a pure
multi pole transition, are:
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The tensor -parameters of the gamma transition whose observation is re*
placed by the particle transition are;

Thus one immediately obtains for the particle parameters/ die result:

a^Ljr)- Rfrq.) f\y(od)/Kt(i>f) R fad)
-K

.

■Mwk Lf.) W(J, U^;i4 ■
■i(-)u'C{LL^;i-/n)i2ZlKilia/C;irf;Lrr)f]1. m
By virtue of the vector coupling relationship/ the values of 4',-^ ^
are restricted to lie between

J++L andjJf-Lj. The values of jX(- A,) K/J

are therefore restricted to lie between^ Vi. endj^-L/in the case of
and betweenend"I jin the case of
triple sum over ^^and

ty>d /

Kf.<O* Hence in the

Kf only one of these represents cm infinite summa-

t ion» Moreover/ parity eliminates approximately half of the values avail*
able for

Jfjf{)dt J(/c/). Since the total cross section itself was a singly

infinite summation/ if follows that both the total cross section and the
directional correlation are tasks of about the same level of difficulty/ with
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the primary task the rapid evaluation of the reduced multipole matrix ele¬
ments for Coulomb waves.
For the long-wavelength limit/ the particle parameters assume a
simpler form. Confining attention to the experimentally interesting elec¬
tric quadropole case, the explicit results are found to be

at t2&)

=

(2S»

a4 ti-e) =
(26)
with
loD - R(oo)/^(od) ^27 iJfj] ♦ J

+ 1*? +1 Y-K-2,-Jr)]
^CzK-f)(zK+l) [X
wkert, AS le-fore Z(jTfj}Ct]

b2 =ZT
*

fa

Jf) +1 ~X)3j
="

j(fK}-hfa

^

)~7T

i;+%.
9

I

#

• ifWdMkti/; ij)Hc/i2l;lr-26)T

Us)
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■ClPj/Z;M)iM*:'>'M’>ea*,~^)l4{jri%;2e)r

*

•W(j,tit)

\6
IV. Radial Dirac Coulomb Integrals
In this section, explicit integration of the Dirac Coulomb radial
matrix element in the long-wavelength approximation and in the no-energyloss limit is discussed.^

Attention is confined to the electric quadrupole

case, but other multipoles may be as easily handled.
In the long-wavelength approximation, the radial matrix element
is given by

(30)
where k is the wave number of both the "incoming” and "outgoing” waves.
The wave functions are defined in terms of the confluent hypergeometric
function to be

fi aw )=f-fiiSS] 7/1

M t

/-/
1

1 *e*2-1

lTu\TiT~U' ’

'L a '
Imi,
siJyOj.
(31)
The wave functions are normalized so that in the limit a—^oo the nonrelativistic Coulomb wave functions^ are obtained. The notation is

Me V]*,,
y=

V

Jc* - u*

,

;

■...
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1

Dl

~ e/4»c =, oontnzXko
-

£//=><=

/q ~ &z*:E/f>c ^ ot
e*‘ W"Yr^r
qy)for negative particles/ /n ■*- 0 for positive particles.

The evaluation of the integrals of Eq. (3) involves a laborious
and extremely tedious series of transformations and contour integrations.
The results are

~ TTar+3) [fr7*?H*ttyCt'in)-‘'iWMI)}'

•[(3r‘- 5KH) +(3*f+X*-l)(l- Try*7)]
tf(ar-i)(wi) - 3nr(s r-/j + 3^(2 r- /)(/- fTy*1)
•(**-«' fT^7)]

* [-ft? 7T/y ■ht'q ~

J

*3*fUx-i) + T(a.K-))& v+O]
(33)
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W

wwn(r+r*-2)
r(W*)r(n-titen^-n^TTfh-h)
/-

f7-fi^

, hr =

' J ?’ i-fa.):-

where

f 7

rfus+^rd-,*)

""

Irtyh^) rfc^)l

i&,+*k-

•\(r,mi)T ObrYr^M f~ %“
I

yn

ml (-*)& (rtr2-ia\)w,

The function l\)(S)—jfcStQr(l) •

■(-2)- e

r

~2i

tel

ft>0 symbol (a)m =

•

The series^ terminates in ease a is a positive integer. Both of
the sums in Eq. (34) are therefore finite# having at most four non-zero
terms.

The summation begins with m~0.
The significance of these results lies in the fact that# at least for

the§=0 case wo have a simple end exact expression allowing
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on© to examine the effects of both large energies, large charges, and
masses appropriate to electrons and mesons.
In the nan-relativistic limit

(c-+co}f

the expressions of Eqs. (32),
JO

(33), and (34) agree with the previous results

where positive values of
particles.

/*[ correspond to negatively-charged bombarding

20

V. Conclusion
The integrals of Eqs. (32), (33), (34) have been evaluated numeri¬
cally for several cases, using an IBM 704. '

1

Graphs showing the typical behavior of the integrals are attached.
The notation used in the graphs is

NONREL S

I, .

"L“ in the graphs corresponds to "J11 in the text.

I —

E Is expressed in units of

Wo & J £ ^ Trf*1

Z>0 corresponds to negative bonbarding particles
The graphs illustrate the following characteristics of the integrals:
figure I... The ratio GG/NONREL-—* I as £-*!> in agreement with
Eqs. (35) and (36). , Figure 2* The ratio GG/NONREL —> I as Li—>

oo •

Figure 3. The ratio FF/NONREL does not approach 0 as L—*

;

rather it approaches a constant, non-zero value. The value of the constant
depends upon the relation between

and

K; and upon Z.

Figure 4 shows the dependence on Z of(FF+GG)/NONREL (for

21

2

small L) for E equals 2m0c . In general, the steepness of the curves
and their Intercepts with the axis depend upon the relation between Kf
and

/Q

and upon E and Z.

Figures 5 and 6 show the dependence of (FF+GG)/NONREL on L
for 2 values of E at the same value of Z (Z>0, Y^ Yz ).
Figure 7 shows the dependence of(FF;f GG^IONREL on L for 3
values of E and 3 values of Z (Z^O, Yt = <^). It may be seen that the
asymptotic value depends upon E, but not upon Z»

//)/0/!/REL

F F /NON HF L

Z

F/j. ¥

13<y NOA// (W-f- dd)

L
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